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ABSTRACT: Organic−inorganic hybrid perovskites display remarkable photovoltaic
properties, but instability arises from the material’s surface and photoexcitation. The
photodegradation process of methylammonium lead triiodide (MAPbI3) investigated
with above bandgap excitation Raman spectroscopy displays two stages of structural
change in polycrystalline films of varying domain sizes and a single crystal. Subtle
surface changes occur below an excitation density threshold; PbI2 formation scales
linearly above this threshold in thin films. However, the rate of change with excitation
density increases with more grain surfaces. Whereas with a moderate level of heating
into the cubic phase, accelerated photodegradation occurs in a single crystal. From
experimental kinetic modeling, PbI2 nuclei on the surface grow until they meet in the
polycrystalline films, proceeding one-dimensionally inward from the surface. These
results suggest that the surface acts as a location for photogenerated carrier accumulation, leading to degradation and PbI2
formation.

Understanding the photodegradation process and
mechanisms is pivotal for halide perovskites to be
practical, high-efficiency, and low-cost photovoltaic

materials. A material’s vibrational properties are sensitive to
subtle structural changes, such as strain, temperature, and light
illumination. Raman spectroscopy is widely used to probe the
effects of such perturbations, often with a well-defined baseline
spectrum established first to serve as the intrinsic reference.
However, Raman scattering efficiency or cross-section1 and
photodegradation threshold2 from one material to another can
vary many orders in magnitude, making this first step not trivial
for some materials. This was the case for MAPbI3 (MA =
methylammonium) a few years ago,2 after it gathered attention
for its extraordinary potential in photovoltaics.3 Early attempts
to measure its Raman spectrum at room temperature showed
multiple Raman active vibrations in approximately 50−120
cm−1 with varying degrees of resolvability.4−9 This spectral
range coincides with well-known PbI2 signatures,10−14 raising
the question of if the observed Raman signals were expected
from the inorganic backbone structure consisting of lead and
iodine or simply from remnants of a secondary phase of PbI2
present or forming from degradation.
In 2015, it had become evident that the material could

change rapidly, often with PbI2 remaining under external
stimuli such as light excitation and heating.2,6−8 It was first
pointed out in 2016 that a pristine MAPbI3 Raman spectrum in
its room temperature tetragonal phase exhibited practically no

resolvable Raman features within the above-mentioned spectral
range.2 However, the Raman spectra of these pristine samples
were partially obscured by broad emission from photo-
luminescence (PL) stray light,15 because of the much stronger
PL signal of MAPbI3 that can surpass even the best
conventional semiconductors such as CdTe and GaAs under
low-excitation conditions.16 Conflicting results for the intrinsic
Raman spectrum of MAPbI3 in the low-frequency region
(below 300 cm−1) persist in the literature, ranging from a few
barely resolved broad bands to multiple well-resolved
peaks.17−22 Except for the cases where the observed Raman
modes are close to those well-known for PbI2, typically, the
reported spectra exhibit poor repeatability in the literature,2,17

especially in the resonance regime with above bandgap
excitation, including the effects of both photocarrier generation
and potential laser-induced heating. However, calculated
Raman spectra for MAPbI3 seem to exhibit well-resolved
spectral features.22−24

The surface chemistry of grain boundaries in MAPbI3
polycrystalline films was found to play an essential role in
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device characteristics (e.g., hysteresis).25 “Impurity phases”
located more frequently at grain boundaries are initiators of
photodegradation.26 However, the physical parameters of these
materials, such as domain size, are often not given adequate
attention for their role in photostability. Photo and thermal
instability coupled with the low thermal conductivity27 for the
material has made it challenging to obtain the intrinsic Raman
spectrum of MAPbI3 without rapid degradation under
photoexcitation. Lack of control in the physical parameters
likely also contributes to the uncertainty arising from various
reported synthesis techniques and methods. Accurate
information is pertinent for understanding the degradation
mechanism and providing a benchmark for theoretically
modeling this highly unusual disordered system. This work
attempts to first determine the intrinsic Raman spectrum of
pristine tetragonal MAPbI3 at room temperature and then
monitor the degradation process. We compare polycrystalline
films of varying domain sizes with a single crystal and monitor
the structural changes with variable illumination time,
excitation power, and temperature of the material. It is seen
that under the same excitation level, the domain size directly
affects the obtained spectrum. Surface defects or their
formation are seen, and increased PbI2 transformation with
decreasing physical dimension occurs. In the case of the single
crystal, an additional temperature change by heating into the
cubic phase is needed to induce photodegradation under a
similar excitation level, showing the role of defects related to
the surface or grain boundaries in the Raman spectra of the
polycrystalline films.
Averaged Raman spectra for polycrystalline films were

obtained from a 10 s 532 nm illumination on 121 locations
with a ∼1 μm excitation spot to minimize the long-term
exposure to a single site and inhomogeneity effects. These
averaged spectra are further normalized at the smallest
wavenumber to emphasize the relative intensity variations at
the spectral features of interest. Figure 1a shows averaged
Raman spectra obtained under relatively low excitation power

(0.8 kW/cm2) for a set of films with average domain sizes of
0.4, 0.9, and 1.4 μm as determined by SEM (Figure S1). Seen
are two broad bands, as reported in other work, under
resonance28 and nonresonance excitation,19 where one is
thought to involve the Pb−I stretching modes (∼100 cm−1)
and the other the torsion mode (∼250 cm−1) of the MA ion.4

It is seen that these spectra appear almost identical at this low
excitation power density and overlap throughout the observed
spectral range, except for a feeble difference about the ∼100
cm−1 broad band. The 1.4 μm domain film measured here has
a slightly reduced intensity in this region. Different spectra
between different domain sizes have been reported in the
literature, but their variations were far more significant, with
several additional Raman peaks at 119 cm−1 and one ranging
from 150 to 160 cm−1.5

The main degradation product PbI2 has spectral features
that can occur at 95 and 110 cm−1, and through their
monitoring, insight can be gained into the transformation
process of the structure under photoexcitation. Figure 1b
shows the signal changes at 95 cm−1 with increased excitation
power density between the three domain sizes. There are two
regimes of signal intensity change. A slow increase in the low-
power regime from 0.8 to 8 kW/cm2 occurs before it
approaches a saturated value with slightly higher values for
the smaller domain films, as seen in the inset of Figure 1b. In
the high-power regime above 8 kW/cm2, a stability threshold
seems to have been surpassed as the 95 cm−1 region grows
again and appears linear with increasing excitation power. The
two smaller domain films demonstrate ∼3× (0.4 μm, triangles)
and ∼2× (0.9 μm, squares) the growth rate of the 1.4 μm film
(circles). The appearance of the 95 and 110 cm−1 peaks of PbI2
is shown in Figure 1c,d for the 1.4 and 0.4 μm films,
respectively. Along with the growth of these prominent PbI2
peaks, other vibrational modes also arise in the smaller domain
films at 70, 160, and 220 cm−1 (Figure 1d, Figure S2), the
approximate positions of additional Raman modes of PbI2,

17

Figure 1. (a) 0.8 kW/cm2 spectra of polycrystalline films. (b) 95 cm−1 intensity change with excitation power with slopes indicated (inset:
expanded low power region). (c) High-power spectra of 1.4 μm and (d) 0.4 μm films.
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indicating increased overall change and extensive PbI2
formation with increased excitation power.
Differences between the domain sizes arise primarily near

the ∼100 cm−1 broad band throughout the 0.8−21 kW/cm2

power range. Despite the different influence of the domain size
within the low and high-power regions, the 95 cm−1 signal
increases as the domain size decreases. Films measured here
are synthesized by the same method,29 with their main
difference being the final domain size, resulting in different
concentrations of domains probed within the ∼1 μm excitation
beam (0.90 NA 100× objective lens). The excitation spot size
is smaller than the average domain size of the 1.4 μm film, but
several domains may be illuminated in the case of the smaller
sizes. Due to these smaller sizes, more domains will be
measured. Thus, a more surface-like environment results in an
increased number of grain boundaries and more photoreactive
defects than the bulk of the material. Increased surface defects
and grain boundaries also imply more sites for the intercalation
of H2O

28 and O2
30 and known locations for charge carrier

trapping and accumulation under photoexcitation.31−34 All
could lead to increased degradation rates in the smaller domain
films. Alternatively, smaller domains could reduce thermal
conductivity, leading to less-efficient heat dissipation from laser
illumination. However, it has been suggested that the ultralow
thermal conductivities27 of these materials do not differ much
from the intrinsic bulk value until below 100 nm.35 If thermal
conductivity differences dominated the photodegradation
variations, the shared threshold between the low and high-
power regions would likely not arise. The fact that the 95 cm−1

signal scales linearly with excitation power in the high-power
region further suggests that photoexcitation plays a more
significant role, with the differences in linear rates between the
domain sizes arising from the different contributions of the
surface being probed that are likely trapping and accumulating
photoexcited charge carriers. PL lineshapes in MAPbI3
demonstrate that photoexcited carriers do not follow typical

carrier thermalization as they tend to be more symmetric due
to disorder and contributions from inhomogeneous independ-
ent regions.16 Increased contributions from the more defective
surface can further affect obtained PL properties with
blueshifts,28 as seen with obtained PL spectra under 0.8 kW/
cm2 excitation (Figure S3) and reported to reduce life-
times,28,32 suggesting increased contributions from photo-
excited carriers on or near the surface as the domain size
decreases.
Further inspecting the effects of the surface, a large single

crystal was measured at a slightly reduced temperature of 20
°C under nitrogen. This crystal was cleaved to expose a region
of the bulk as the new surface to probe, which could be
considered pristine. The Raman spectrum on the same site of
this cleaved surface was monitored under continuous 2.5 s
integration at 10.5 kW/cm2. Figure 2a shows averaged spectra
from this continuous monitoring within three periods (0−300
s, 500−800 s, and 1100−1400 s). In the first 300 s (dark blue),
compared with spectra from the largest (blue) and smallest
(red) domain films collected at a lower excitation density of
5.0 kW/cm2, it is seen that the features were reduced in
intensity within this spectral range with the ∼100 and ∼250
cm−1 broad bands suppressed. A similar trend was reported
when the Raman spectrum of a crystal face center was
compared to the same crystal’s more defective edge.28

Nevertheless, prolonged exposure to the excitation beam
progressively enhances the signal near ∼110 cm−1, accom-
panied by a ∼ 160 cm−1 band (green and orange traces in
Figure 2a). Peaks within this 100−200 cm−1 region have been
suggested to be related to the libration modes of the MA
ion.4,17 However, they have also been reported to be related to
defects with the possibility of oxygen incorporation, which was
found in films deposited on substrates with varying proper-
ties.30 In another study involving long-term excitation of
polycrystalline films, it was also seen that these peaks arise later
under illumination and were attributed to an Ix phase.17

Figure 2. (a) Continuous illumination on single crystal and comparison with polycrystalline thin films. (b) Temperature-dependent Raman
spectra of a single crystal. (c) Power-dependent spectral changes of single crystal and (d) 95 cm−1 intensity change with excitation power
(inset: expanded lower power region).
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Exposure to high excitation also resulted in similar peaks for
MAPbI3 and other structures within the inorganic−organic
perovskite family.36 Also, polyiodides used to synthesize hybrid
perovskites reported similar peaks.37 These peaks only appear
after a longer illumination time (Figure 2a), indicating that we
may attribute them to defect formation resulting in an iodine-
related species, most likely I2 or I3. An accumulation of iodine-
related species on the surface under photoexcitation is thought
to occur, leading to additional defect formation with eventual
saturation and PbI2 formation.32 A similar conclusion was
made recently where two types of iodine-related defects were
found in metal halide perovskite solar cells under bias and
illumination.33 We may consider this stage as a mild form of
structural degradation.2

The formation of PbI2, however, is not seen until higher
temperatures or longer heating times are applied. In Figure 2b,
spectra collected from 24 to 50 °C, each over 600 s, are
identical, suggesting that heating is not the direct cause for
PbI2 formation under these excitation conditions. However,
once 60 °C is reached, features of PbI2 become very
prominent, producing a spectrum like that seen in the small
domain film (0.4 μm) at 21 kW/cm2 in Figure 1d. This
temperature is above the tetragonal to cubic phase transition,
around 54 °C.38 In this phase, it is suggested that the MA ion
is less tightly bound due to the weakening of the hydrogen
bonds that keep the molecule within the cavity of the inorganic
backbone structure. These results suggest that above the cubic
phase transition, even the relatively more stable single crystal
structure becomes less stable under photoexcitation, possibly
facilitating ion migration and eventual structural collapse. Such
combined heating and photoexcitation effects have also
affected degradation in solar cell devices.39 Power-dependent
spectra under ambient conditions demonstrate that the 95
cm−1 signal is relatively constant until 11.7 kW/cm2 (inset of
Figure 2d) due to increasing signal at ∼110 and ∼160 cm−1

(green curve in Figure 2c) and at the higher excitation power
of 13.9 kW/cm2 PbI2 readily occurs as shown in spectra from
Figure 2c and the dramatic increase in the 95 cm−1 intensity
(Figure 2d). Along with peaks for PbI2, an increased ∼165
cm−1 intensity is present, suggesting the increasing formation
of iodine-related species as this peak is shared along with the
∼110 cm−1 region with varying excitation power. This finding
is consistent with the understanding that MAPbI3, despite
having negative formation energy of the order of 0.1 eV (i.e.,
thermodynamically unstable),40 a small kinetic barrier helps
stabilize the structure in a relatively low-temperature range,
which has led to developments in compositional engineering
toward more stable materials.41 Such barrier may arise from
the energy required for ion and defect migration that is also on

the order of 0.1 eV for MAPbI3.
42 Therefore, a composition

resulting in more considerable formation energy is desirable as
seen for an II−VI based organic−inorganic hybrid, ZnTe-
(en)0.5, demonstrating a much higher temperature and longer-
term stability due to its sizable formation energy and kinetic
barrier.42,43

In the low-power regime, spectra among the polycrystalline
films vary to a small degree, mainly about the ∼100 cm−1

broad band. However, PbI2 forms linearly with excitation
power in the high-power regime but at different rates. The
smallest domain (0.4 μm) film showed the highest PbI2
formation rate, while the largest domain (1.4 μm) film was
the lowest in Figure 1b. To gather more insight into these
domain size-related differences, the transformation process was
monitored over time at 8 kW/cm2, the excitation power close
to the stability threshold seen in Figure 1b. Spectral changes
are taken from the average of 9 locations for each domain size,
with the 95 cm−1 signal intensity used as the marker for PbI2.
Figure 3a shows several spectra collected initially within the
transformation for the 0.9 μm film, clearly showing the growth
of 70, 95, 110, 160, and 220 cm−1 peaks. These features
indicate PbI2 formation and agree with the power-dependent
results in Figure 1. Figure 3b also shows that the 95 cm−1

intensity again differs between the three domain sizes with a
similar trend: as the domain size decreases, PbI2 forms more
rapidly. The growth begins slowly before increasing, then
falling again and plateauing as the reaction ends, producing a
sigmoidal shape. This sigmoidal shape, increasing trans-
formation rate that reaches a maximum followed by slowing
as the reaction comes to completion (Figure S4), resembles
Avrami kinetics.44−48

The Avrami model is used to describe the nucleation and
growth of a new phase by

1 exp kt n
= (1)

where α is the transformed fraction, k is the effective reaction
rate, and n is a parameter reflecting the new phase’s variable
nucleation rate and growth dimensions under isothermal
conditions. Avrami kinetics have already been used to describe
several processes for inorganic−organic halide perovskites,
such as the formation and crystallization of the perovskite
phase45,46 and its degradation in constructed solar cells,47

exposure to the ambient environment,48 as well as to X-ray
irradiation.49 It is first customary to transform the signal (95
cm−1 intensity) into an α value determined by the starting
initial value (S0), value at time t (St), and the final value (Sf) at
the end of the process as shown in (2).

Figure 3. (a) Early spectral changes under continuous illumination at 8 kW/cm2 for 0.9 μm domain size film; (b) 95 cm−1 intensity over time
for all domain sizes.
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S S
S S

t

f

0

0
=

(2)

Equation 1 can also be rearranged to produce

n t kln( ln(1 )) ln( ) ln( )= + (3)

allowing determination of k and n by plotting the relationship
between ln(−ln(1 − α)) and ln(t).50 Figure 4a and 4b use eqs
1 and 3 to determine k and n, where long times have been
removed due to increased noise after the reaction completion.
In Figure 4a, α increases more rapidly over time as the domain
size decreases, and from fitting to eq 1, two trends are seen
where the reaction rate k increases (blue) and n decreases
(red) with decreasing domain size. In the Avrami plot, Figure
4b, formed by ln(−ln(1 − α)) vs ln(t), the k and n parameters
are determined from the slope of this relationship. It can be
seen the relationship is not ideally linear, indicating that the n
parameters are not constant throughout the transformation
process. Linear fits, however, have been applied to determine k
and n for comparison with those in Figure 4a. Their values are
somewhat different, but the trends as the domain size
decreases are qualitatively similar.
The Avrami parameter n alludes to mechanistic information

such as whether the nucleation rate is constant or already
saturated when the transformation occurs, and embedded
within this parameter is also how the new phase nuclei grow in
spatial dimensions such as in 1D, 2D, or 3D.51 The fluctuation
and decrease of n indicate that the transformation mechanism
is not constant over time. The new phase growth is further
restricted in spatial dimension with a decreasing domain size.
In Figure 4c, the transformation curves from Figure 4a are
normalized in time to produce reduced-time (t/tα) plots,
where time is scaled by the time where α is ∼0.99, for
comparison along with theoretical curves calculated using the
methods of Roź̇ycki and Maciejewski.52 Such plots remove the
differences between reaction rates and allow for comparison on
the same time scale, confirming that the transformation

mechanism is different among the three domains and appears
to lie between the theoretical n = 2 (blue) and n = 2.5 (red)
curves. If the mechanism were the same, these curves would
have overlapped.
Fluctuating n values have been a discussion within the

literature. Several reports indicate that they arise due to the
breakdown of assumptions within the Avrami model when
applied to thin films or finite domains.53,54 Pang et al. have
shown computationally how n is affected as a function of the
film thickness over time, monitoring what is called the local n
throughout the transformation by eq 4.53

n
d

d t
local

ln ln(1 )
ln( )

= [ ]
(4)

Surface nucleation beginning on one side of the film showed
local n reduction as nuclei growth approached the opposite
interface at small dimensions. The local n would decrease at
larger dimensions as well, however, before eventually following
1D growth. This can be visualized as growing nuclei exhausting
all available space laterally to each other before reaching the
opposite interface and would form a plane that can only grow
in one direction. This 1D plane growth was realized as a sharp
increase in the local n at higher transformation fractions or
later times. Figure 4d shows the local n for the three domain
sizes versus ln(t). What is apparent is the decrease in the local
n over time for all three domains before it increases
dramatically, suggesting 1D growth is eventually reached
during the reaction, and this process occurs earlier with smaller
dimensions. Conceptually, this can be described by PbI2 nuclei
forming from the surface and growing in various dimensions
before meeting each other and extending in the only available
space in one direction. As for the exact interpretation of these
local n values, it is not easy to provide a detailed picture as
additional measurements would be needed. However, qual-
itative trends could be alluded to by this analysis, such as the
difference in the local n at early times in Figure 4d. Initially, the
larger 1.4 μm domain has a local n above 4, while the smaller

Figure 4. (a) Transformation fraction over time. (b) Avrami Plot for all three domains. (c) Reduced-Time Plot. (d) Local n changes over
time.
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domains are closer to 3. An increased local n could indicate
more nonuniform nucleation as nuclei are more sparsely
distributed over the surface. As a result, the local n is inflated as
it grows faster than predicted.53 This interpretation is
qualitatively in agreement as less of the surface is measured
in the largest 1.4 μm domain film.
Even though moisture can induce degradation, more

slowly,55 polycrystalline films measured under ambient
conditions did not form PbI2 until an excitation power
threshold was surpassed, regardless of its domain size. Below
this threshold, the Raman signal at 95 cm−1 increased following
a negative exponential function due to a more defective or
disrupted structure forming at the surface. In the single crystal,
instead of changes at 95 cm−1, defect-related iodide species
resulted in Raman peaks at ∼110 and ∼160 cm−1 from long-
term illumination at somewhat higher excitation density. These
results indicate how the synthesis method affects the material
structure and photodegradation process. Such variations in
synthesis methods have already been shown to affect the trap
properties in solar cell devices.34 Udalova et al. also witnessed
PbI2 appearing readily within thin films under photoexcitation,
but in the case of powder samples, iodine and polyiodide
species had increased generation along with PbI2.

36 However,
thin films have also displayed these similar peaks,5,56 perhaps
further indicating that different thin-film fabrication methods
may result in different spectra from differences in surface and
grain structures that lead to different relative concentrations of
photodegradation products. One such possibility could be the
precursor molar ratio used during synthesis. Son et al. showed
that an MAI layer formed at the grain boundaries even with a
6% mole excess of MAI precursor.57 This layer could provide
the conditions for increased iodine and polyiodide-generated
species in thin films. Ni et al. have also shown that Ii+ defects
are more prevalent with increasing MAI precursors during
synthesis, which upon electron capture (Ii0), can participate
toward 2Ii0 → I2 and irreversible degradation.33 Polycrystalline
films in this study were synthesized by the two-step method
and were unlikely to result in MAI excess conditions. For this
reason, iodine-related species were not seen or are not as
abundant to be detected readily.
The polycrystalline films and the single crystal formed PbI2

only once a threshold was surpassed. In the thin films above 8
kW/cm2, PbI2 growth scaled linearly with excitation power. At
the same time, initially, iodine-related species form under
illumination in the large single crystal. Still, higher excitation
was needed to induce PbI2 formation, or a combination of
additional heating into the cubic phase was required when the
excitation density was below the threshold. Both results
suggest that photocarrier generation and heating can affect the
degradation process. Charge carriers have been reported to
induce photostriction effects, which are proportional to
illumination intensity, that expand the lattice due to the
reduction of the hydrogen bonding strength of MA with the
inorganic backbone structure58 and have also been reported to
reduce the activation energy of ion migration, further
accelerating degradation.59 The linear growth of PbI2 with
high-power excitation likely arises from increased charge
carrier concentrations. Considering the presented results, we
suggest that the role of the domain size and ultimately the
surface acts as a method of escape for MA and iodine-related
species and acts as a boundary that increases the effective
concentration of charges as localization and trapping can
occur.31 The increased charge carrier concentration at the

surface facilitates ion migration, ultimately creating a more
defective and distorted structure. As defective regions grow,
they eventually pass a threshold where they begin interacting
with each other, resembling a percolation process, forming
PbI2. This is one reason why, even at the comparable threshold
power used for the single crystal, PbI2 is only seen after an
intentional cubic phase transition as a higher threshold occurs
due to the reduced surface and defective regions. MA is less
tightly bound in the cubic phase due to reduced hydrogen
bonding and is more mobile, thus facilitating the creation of
defects. Degradation of the MAPbI3 domain surface was
monitored under ambient conditions in an air-conditioned lab
with relatively low humidity, without any surface protection or
encapsulation. Other studies under different environments
(e.g., N2, varying levels of moisture), with or without surface
encapsulation, and with partial or complete substitution of MA
with other options that are commonly used (e.g., formamidi-
nium (FA) and cesium (Cs)) would be of great interest. Also,
the role photogenerated charge carriers have on the MAPbI3
domain surface further suggests that other perturbations like
the electric field from an applied voltage should also be
considered in completed devices.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
MAPbI3 polycrystalline films and single crystals were received
under a vacuum, stored in a vacuum desiccator to reduce
humidity-induced effects, and kept in the dark. Briefly, films
were synthesized by a previously reported method29 where the
MAPbI3 layer was formed by two-step deposition with a
varying CH3NH3I concentration solution deposited onto a
dried PbI2 film. The variable CH3NH3I concentration resulted
in polycrystalline films with different domain sizes after 100 °C
annealing with average domain sizes determined by micro-
graphs obtained with a JEOL SEM w/EDAX. Single crystals of
millimeter size were grown by a seed-induced method that has
also been reported previously.60

Optical characterization involving Raman and photo-
luminescence measurements were conducted on a Horiba
LabRAM HR800 confocal Raman microscope with a 1200 g/
mm grating and hole sizes of 100 and 70 μm, respectively. An
additional 650 nm shortpass filter was placed before the
confocal hole to eliminate stray photoluminescence light for
Raman spectra collection. A 532 nm laser source was focused
on polycrystalline films and single crystals by 100× (NA = 0.9)
or long-working distance 50× (NA = 0.5) lenses. The source
operation current controlled the laser power with excitation
densities estimated as D = P/A, where P is the laser power and
A the area of the diffraction-limited spot size 1.22(λex/NA).
Under ambient or flowing nitrogen conditions, characterization
under applied heating was conducted within a Linkam Model
TS1500 heating chamber. This heating chamber incorporates a
quartz window for simple coupling of laser excitation, and the
power measured is that after passing through this quartz
window; however, the effective power density may be slightly
lower than reported due to possible distortions of the focused
laser spot. Flowing water cools this chamber during measure-
ments, and the applied temperature was held for 2 min before
measurement.
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